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Let {un} be a sequence of nonnegative reals and let y be a constant. It is 
well known that if 
u n+nl < % + %n + Y 
foralln,m=0,1,2,*..,thenu, N cn as n --f co for some c. In this Memoran- 
dum we prove a generalization of this result for a collection of sequences that 
are related by an inequality similar to the above. 
Let S be a set. Let T, and T, be transformations of S into itself. For each 
p E S, let y(p) be a real number and {u,(p)} be a sequence of nonnegative 
reals satisfying 
ll,+m(~) G ~(TIP) + 4Tzp> + Y(P) (1) 
for n, m = 0, 1, 2, ..* . We first obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on 
an element p, E S to guarantee that for each collection {u,(p), y(p)} of sequen- 
ces and constants satisfying (l), th ere is a constant co such that I, N con 
as n + co. We then find necessary and sufficient conditions on a pair of 
elements p, , pa E S so that if (U,(P), y(p)} is a collection satisfying (1) and if 
4~~) - CP and G(PZ) N can as n---f co, then cr = ca . Finally, we combine 
these results to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on T, and T, 
to ensure that for each collection {U,(P), y(p)} satisfying (l), there is a con- 
stant c such that U,(P) N cn as n -+ co for all p E S. 
Before proceeding to the theorems, we need some definitions and’lemmas. 
Let p, q E S. We say p leads to q if there is a sequence 
P =Po,P1, . . . . P, = 4 
of elements of S such that for 0 < i < r either TIpi = P,+~ or Tzp, = P,+~ . 
We permit Y = 0 in the above definition so p leads to p for every p E S. 
We say p communicates with q if p leads to q and q leads to p. Finally, we 
define [p], the communication class of p, by 
[p] = (q E S 1 p communicates with q}. 
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LEMMA 1. Let p, q E S and suppose that p leads to q. Then, for each col- 
lection {u,(p), y(p)} satisfring (I), th we is a constant y(p, q), independent of n, 
such that 
%(P) G G7) + r(P, 9) 
for n = 0, 1,2, *** . 
PROOF. Since p leads to q, there is a sequence 
P=Po,P1,..., Pr = !7 
such that for 0 < i < Y, either T,p, = p,+l or Tzp, = p,+l . We argue by 
induction on r. If r = 0, then P = q and we may take r(p, P) = 0. Let Y > 0 
and suppose the lemma is true when the sequence has length r - 1. Now 
either T,(p,-,) = p, = q or T.&.-I) = p, = q. Suppose T&,-d = q. 
Then by (1) and the inductive assumption, 
%(P) G %dPT-1) + r(P, Pr-1) 
d ~,(T,P,-1) + uo(Ts~r-d + r(Pr-1) + r(P, PM) 
= u,(q) + ~,(T,P,-1) + r(Pr-1) + r(P, PA 
so we may take 
r(P, 4) = lo-1) + r(P7 PT-1) + %(T2Pd 
Similarly, if q = Tzp,-l , then we may take 
r(P, 4) = Y(PT-1) + r(P, Pr-1) + %(TlPr-1). 
For completeness, we include the following proof of the well-known result 
referred to above. 
LEMMA 2. Let {un} be a sequence of nonnegative reals and let y be a real 
number. Suppose that 
U n+m G %I + %n + Y 
for n, m = 0, 1, 2, a.0 . Then there is a c such that u, N cn as n -+ 00. 
PROOF. We have u, < un-t + u1 + y so, by induction, 
u,<nu,+(n-1)~ for all n > 0. 
Hence, the sequence u,ln is bounded above and below so we may let 
c =liminfs. 
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Let < > 0. Choose r so U,/Y < c + F and y/r < E. Let n > r. Then 
%l G %-T + u, + Y 
e %-zr + 2% + 2Y 
where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function and 0 < s < r. Let 
M = max {ua , u1 , ..-, 24-J. 
Then 
Hence, 
Since this is true for every E > 0, it now follows that 
as required. 
lii:=c, 
THEOREM 1. Let p, ES. Suppose there is a q E [p,,] such that T,q E [PO] 
and T,q E [p,,]. Then for each collection {u,(p), Y(p)} satisfying (I), there is a 
constant c,, such that u,(p,J - con us n -+ 00. Conversely, suppose that for each 
q E [PO] either T,q $ [p,,] or T,q $ [p,,]. Let {Y(p)} be any sequence of constants. 
Then if there is a collection {u,(p)} f qu o se ences sukfying (I) with the given 
{Y(p)), this collection may be chosen so u,(pJ/n does not have a limit us n -+ CO. 
PROOF. First suppose there is a q E [pa] with T,q, Td E [p,,]. Then p, 
leads to q, T,q leads top, and T,q leads top, . Applying (1) and Lemma 1, we 
have 
%+dPo) G %+&) + Y(Po 9 4) 
G un(Td + um(Tsd + y(q) + Y(P, 9 d 
G s(P~) + Us + Y@‘-IS PJ + ~0”~s P,) + Y(q) + ~(PO , q), 
The conclusion now follows from Lemma 2. 
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Now suppose that for each q E [PO], either T,q $ [PO] or T,q # [PO]. Let 
(r(p)} be a collection of constants and let {u,(p)} be a collection of sequences 
satisfying (1) with the given constants {Y(P)>. If u&,)/n has no limit as n ---f co, 
we are done, so we assume that z&,)/n + c as n -+ cc. Define a sequence 
{4 by 
a, = 0 
and 
a, =n -2p” if 2” < n < 2m+1, ma0 
We easily verify the following properties: 
and 
0 < a, < n, a,,, < a, + m, 
a, - has no limit as n-t co. 
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We define sequences {w,(p)}, p E S, by 
i 
u,(p) + a, if P E hl, 
Q(P) = f4dP) +n if P, leads to P and P 4 bol, 
%(P) if p, does not lead top. 
We claim that these sequences satisfy (1) with the given {r(p)}. Since {%(p)} 
satisfy (l), it suffices to show that 
s+,(p) - U,+,(P) < Q(T~P) - G”~P) + ~0”s~) - um(TzP) (2) 
for p ES, n, m = 0, 1, 2, -*a . Suppose p E [PO]. Then the 1.h.s. of (2) is 
a,,., . Now p, leads to p, so p, leads to T,p and Tap. By assumption, T,p 
and T,p are not both in [PO], so the r.h.s. of (2) is either n + m, a, + m, 
or n + a,. All three of these are > a,,, . Now suppose p, leads to p but 
p $ [PO]. Then p, leads to T,p and T2p. If Tip E [PO], i = 1 or 2, then p 
leads to p. , contradicting the assumption that p $ [PO]. Hence, both sides of 
(2) are equal to n + m. Finally, suppose p, does not lead to p. Then the 
1.h.s. of (2) is zero but the r.h.s. is always nonnegative. 
:Now 
We have u&,)/n---f c as n ---f co, but a,& has no limit as n + CO. Hence, 
vn(po)/n has no limit as n -+ 00 as required. 
THEOREM 2. Let p1 , p, E S and suppose that p, communicates with p, . 
Let {u,(p), r(p)} be a collection satkfying (1) and such that u&) - c,n and 
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U&J,) - c,n as n + co. Then c1 = c2 . Conversely, suppose p, and p, do not 
communicate. Let {y(p)} be an arbitrary collection of constants. If there is a col- 
lection of sequences {u,(p)} satisfring (I) with the given (y(p)} and such that 
u,(p,) - cln and u&J - czn as n - CO, then we can choose the (u,(p)} so 
Cl # cz . 
PROOF. First suppose that p, communicates with pa . By Lemma I, 
and 
%(P,> G %(Pz) + API ) P2) 
%(P,) < %(Pl) + r(Pz 3 PI), 
so 1 u,(pJ - u,(p,) 1 is bounded uniformly in n. Hence, 
Now suppose that p, and p, do not communicate. Without loss of gene- 
rality we may assume that p, does not lead top, . Let (r(p), u,(p)} be as in the 
statement of the converse. If cr f cg , we are done. Suppose ci = ca . We 
define sequences V&J) by 
%(P) = I 
%(P> + n if p, leads top, 
%2(P) otherwise. 
We claim that the collection {v,(p)} satisfies (1) with the given {r(p)}. As 
in the proof of Theorem 1, to show this it suffices to establish the inequality 
(2). 
First supposep, leads top. Thenp, leads to T,p and T,p, so both sides of (2) 
are n + m. Now suppose p, does not lead to p. Then the 1.h.s. of (2) is zero 
but the r.h.s. is always nonnegative. 
Now we have 
and 
v,(PI) = u,(PJ + n - (5 + 1) n as n-+ 03, 
f4P2) = Ic,(P2> - c2n as iv--+ co. 
But cr + 1 = c2 + 1 # c2 , as required. 
THEOREM 3. For every collection {u,(p), y(p)} satisfying (I), there is a 
constant c such that 
U%(P) - cn as n+a, 
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for allp E S if and only ifeveryp air o e ements p, q E S communicate with each f 1 
other. 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. 
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